Jeu Green
[b]Stoughton, MA[/b]
Jeu Green, a 21 year old
lyricist/producer/studio-owner from the
South Shore has many fresh and unique
characteristics to add to the music
industry. Writing music since he can
remember and a graduate of The New
England Institute of Art for audio
production, Jeu has the knowledge of how
to work a studio from every angle. The
owner and engineer/producer of Scrap
Yard Recording Studio in Avon, Jeu has
been mixing it up (literally) with some of
Boston's hottest artists. Everyone like
Salemme, BBG, Chilla Jones , Prano,
Supastar LT, Usual Suspecktz, Millyz and
more have had records mixed by Jeu
Green.
Targeting his peers with his music, Jeu
loves to be heard and have people sing
along with his words. He likes to escape
from all the "bullshi*t" in life and just let
loose and have fun on his records. His
new CD Demonstration consists of his
three singles that are ready to rock in the
clubs of Boston and Worldwide .
Teaming up with friend and producer OD,
they came up with some classic tunes. A
song dedicated to drinking and smoking,
"Get Wasted" (featuring Salemme) has a
unique sound you would recognize every
time you hear it and makes you wanna put
your hands up and party. Producer OD
killed it again with the production of club
hits "Cool Dude" and "Watch Me Do
That" (featuring Ray Ray). "Cool Dude",
a getting money anthem with a hook that
chants, "if you got cash pull it out and
throw it up," gets the attention of the
ballers in the club. "Watch Me Do That"
is a track for the ladies that boasts "watch
me do that, I don't think that he could
that!" Ray Ray spices it up with his vocals
as always.
Surrounding himself with the right
people, and taking the right steps, with the
help of the fans Jeu Green is ready to be
heard in the industry.
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